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Temperature-dependent diffusive to ballistic transport transition in aligned
double walled carbon nanotubes in the high frequency regime

George Chimowa,1 Emmanuel Flahaut,2 and Somnath Bhattacharyya1,a)

1Nano-Scale Transport Physics Laboratory, School of Physics, and DST- NRF Centre of Excellence in Strong
materials, University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, South Africa
2Universit�e Paul Sabatier, CNRS, Institut Carnot Cirimat, 118, route de Narbonne, F-31062 Toulouse,
Cedex 9, France

Low-temperature induced diffusive to ballistic transport in aligned double walled carbon nanotubes

(DWNT) is reported. This is evidenced by a crossover of the imaginary (reactive) component of

the alternating current impedance being greater than the real (resistive) component, which happens

in the range of 9 GHz–1.5 GHz at temperatures77 K and 4 K from which we estimate a long

lifetime of 17 ps and 106 ps in DWNTs, respectively. By simulating the measured scattering

parameters of a few aligned DWNTs over a wide temperature range, we show that this observation

is strongly influenced by the electrode–DWNT coupling strength.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4901025]

Electrical transport properties of carbon nanotubes

(CNTs) are commonly measured after acid purification, sur-

factant stabilization, and ultrasonification dispersion prior to

the deposition of electrodes. These processes can lead to

defects and doping of the outerwall in the CNTs which

affects the transport mechanism. This is probably why most

catalytically produced and lithographically contacted CNTs

have been found to be diffusive at room temperature.1,2

Coherent transport has been observed in singlewalled

(SWNT) and multi-walled nanotubes (MWNT) at cryogenic

temperatures with the exception of pristine MWNTs meas-

ured using an in-situ microscopy technique.3 Transport in

SWNTs that are often aligned on top of insulating substrates

is influenced by substrate surface roughness as in some gra-

phene devices.4 Furthermore, multi-walled nanotubes and

SWNT networks may suffer from multiple conduction chan-

nels depending on the contacting technique.5 This may make

it difficult to compare with theoretical models that assume

simplified, strict one-dimensional (1D) channel assumptions.

Unlike SWNTs and MWNTs, double walled carbon nano-

tubes (DWNTs) have only two walls which offer a platform

to study ballistic transport features that have been demon-

strated in freely suspended pristine multi-walled nanotubes.3

Earlier experimental and theoretical works on filled DWNTs

have shown that these nanotubes demonstrate unique1D fea-

tures due to the nearly structurally perfect inner wall that is

protected by the outer wall.6,7 The inner wall thus remains

unaffected by the chemical purification processes, and sub-

strate interference effects although the outer wall of DWNTs

can be biased in such a manner it behaves as a gate.8

However, the alignment of the tubes is necessary to observe

1D transport which can be affected by the interaction of

tubes in a bundle of CNTs.5,9–11 In this letter using on-wafer

probing on coplanar waveguides (which has now become the

standard technique for measuring the scattering (S)-parame-

ters of nano-materials), we show the possibility of 1D

ballistic conduction through the alternating current (AC) im-

pedance of a few horizontally aligned DWNTs.

In previous works on high frequency properties of dense

DWNTs networks, fabricated by ink-jet printing onto the

waveguide, a strong frequency dependence of DWNTs

microwave parameters as well as abrupt changes in effective

permittivity was observed. This property could be used in

gas sensor applications.9–11 We extended this work by prob-

ing few aligned tubes so as to unearth any unique quantum

features regarding this strong frequency dependence. The

ideal scenario would be to measure a single tube but unfortu-

nately because of the inherent load mismatch a minimum of

four parallel DWNTs was used. This improves the output

signal by reducing the effective (quantum) resistance from

�13 kX to �3 kX for four CNTs in parallel. This configura-

tion is equivalent to a bundle consisting of a few weakly

coupled tubes in parallel. While there is still significant mis-

match with the waveguide, the signal level is nevertheless

improved greatly.5,10,11

Ideally ballistic transport is regarded as the motion of

charge carriers without any scattering; however, contact re-

sistance always inhibits this. We however have attempted to

achieve ballistic transport in two ways: (i) reducing the sam-

ple dimensions to the range of the mean free path12 or (ii)

using a time-dependent signal whose frequency is greater

than the scattering rate in the material. In this case, the effect

of local defect centres to transport can be reduced. The

Drude model for frequency (x) dependent transport

expresses the conductivity (r) made of two parts; the real

part and imaginary parts given by r xð Þ ¼ ne2s
m�

1
1þixs, where s,

m�,e, and n represent the momentum scattering time, effec-

tive electron mass, electronic charge, and the carrier density,

respectively.13 The imaginary part of the conductivity is

given by ixs and it changes sign depending on whether it is

capacitive or inductive. We can therefore make use of this

fact to determine experimentally whether the transport is the

diffusive or ballistic regime if the real and imaginary imped-

ance is known. To complement AC response measurements,

two-terminal direct (DC) current-voltage (I-V) measurements
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were performed and fitted with the Landauer-B€uttiker theory,

which describes the transmission of electrons from the elec-

trode to the CNT as:

I Vð Þ ¼ 2e

h

ðþ1
�1

C2

E� DEð Þ2 þ C2

� fF E� EF �
eV

2

� �
� fF E� EF þ

eV

2

� �� �
dE;

(1)

where DE and fF are the energy difference of the CNT from

electrode Fermi energy level (EF) and the Fermi distribution

function, respectively.14 This analysis is very important to

determine the strength of CNT-electrode coupling (C) and

subsequently the nature of electrical conduction in these

devices, namely the crossover of real and imaginary parts of

impedance at different temperatures.

DWNTs were synthesized by Catalytic Chemical

Vapour Deposition (CCVD) for more details see Ref. 15.

Finally, they were dispersed in (�0.013 mg/cm3) dichloro-

benzene and prepared for high frequency S- parameter meas-

urements by aligning them on 1 mm long coplanar

waveguide (CPW) with a 1 lm gap using dielectrophoresis,

which is known to favour alignment of metallic CNTs.16

Kleindek nanomanipulators in the scanning electron micro-

scope (SEM) were used to remove unwanted CNTs and large

bundles.17 Some of actual SEM micrographs of the devices

that were used for HF measurement are shown in Fig. 1(a).

The CNTs appear as dark sheds on the waveguide because of

charging effects during imaging since the gap is non-

conductive. The transmission electron microscope (TEM)

image Fig. 1(b) illustrates the high quality of the unaligned

DWNT bundles before transferring them for device

fabrication.17

S-parameter measurements were done using an Agilent

Precision Network Analyser (PNA) E8361C at room and low

temperatures under vacuum (10�5 millibar) for more details

and instrument calibration see references.17,18 The tempera-

ture dependent I-V measurements were done using the

Agilent B1500A semiconductor analyser with a 1 pA

resolution. Measurement parasitic (i.e., effects due to the

substrate) were extracted by using the open-short de-embed-

ding method an industrially accepted technique, see the Eq.

(2) below19

YDUT ¼ ½ð Ymsd � YopenÞ�1 � ðYshort � YopenÞ�1��1; (2)

where Ymsd is the measured admittance of the CPW plus the

aligned CNT, Yopen and Yshort are the admittance matrices of

the open (CPW without CNT) and short (CPW without a

gap) dummies. The device under test (DUT), i.e., CNTs data

can then be obtained by converting the admittance (Y) to S-

or impedance (Z) data using standard conversion equations.20

The transmission coefficient (S21) S- parameter results

obtained at room and 77 K temperatures are shown in

Fig. 1(c). To ensure improved accuracy and reproducibility

of the results, measurements were repeated several times and

we used two probes. Instrument calibration was also done at

the relevant temperatures. Making use of the transmission

coefficient rather than the reflection coefficient (S11 or S22) is

known to improve the accuracy because S12 or S21 have

higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) compared to S11 or S22,

especially in cases when there is load mismatch.17

The sample DW2 has eleven individual DWNTs aligned

across the wave guide gap, while sample DW1 has four

DWNTs see Fig. 1(a). The average outer diameter of each

DWNT was about 2.0 nm see Fig. 1(b) and Ref. 15. After

subtracting the Open dummy signal, it is observed that the

aligned DWNTs alone transmit on average 3 dB at room

temperature and about 6 dB at 77 K. The maximum measure-

ment uncertainty at high frequencies (� 50 GHz) was about

0.06 dB, this translates into a SNR of about 50 dB at room

temperature and is even higher at low temperature.17 Such a

high SNR is significant to make sensible conclusions about

individual HF responses of CNTs especially after repeatable

measurement. From Fig. 1(c), it is observed that the eleven

DWNTs of DW2 transmit on average about 2 dB more

power than the four DWNTs of DW1 device at higher fre-

quencies. A reduction in temperature is evidently accompa-

nied by approximately 9 dB increase in transmission at high

frequencies. Furthermore, the low temperature data show

transmission saturation at around 40 GHz, which is not

observed in the room temperature data. To understand the

significance of temperature on the transmission capabilities

of the devices, the complex impedance was extracted as out-

lined earlier.

Figures 2(a)–2(c) show a general decrease of real im-

pedance (Z) with temperature particularly in the frequency

range between 1 GHz and 25 GHz. This reduction in the

resistive component of the impedance explains the increase

in power transmission observed in Fig. 1(c). A comparative

study of Figures 2(a)–2(c) shows a transition from capacitive

(negative Z) to inductive (positive Z) behavior with a

decrease in temperature. The implication of this capacitive

to inductive transition can be understood through the realisa-

tion that the impedance of this quasi 1D transmission line

(TL) network can be expressed as:

Z xð Þ�1 ¼ ixC

1þ ixRC� x2LC
þ 1

R0 þ ixL0

; (3)

FIG. 1. (a) SEM micrograph of DW1; four DWNTs on separate positions,

but because of the scale, only one can be seen. (b) TEM micrograph of

DWNTs after catalyst removal and before alignment, showing good quality

CNTs with small-diameter bundles. (c) Transmission coefficient for samples

DW1 and DW2 at room and 77 K temperatures. The Open data are for the

waveguides without CNTs aligned on them and is used to de-embed the par-

asitic effects.



where R, C, and L are the resistance, capacitance, and induct-

ance of the TL, respectively.21 When the impedance becomes

inductive, it means LC�RC, and Eq. (3) reduces to

ZðxÞ ¼ R0 þ ixL0. R0 can be regarded as the intrinsic CNT

resistance plus the contact resistance. Now, using expressions

for rðxÞ and ZðxÞ, when the real impedance is equal to the

imaginary impedance, this corresponds to the point when

xs¼ 1 if the contact resistance is neglected. This point will

therefore signal the crossover point from diffusive xs< 1 to

ballistic transport xs> 1. Therefore, plotting the two parts of

the impedance on the same axis we see the significance of the

capacitive to inductive response as shown in Figs. 2(a)–2(c).

Similar results were also observed for other samples (not

shown here).22 Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show transitions from

diffusive to ballistic transport at 1.5 GHz and 9 GHz, which

correspond to 106 ps and 17 ps of momentum scattering time,

respectively, provided that the contact resistance is neglected.

In the event of significant scattering in the CNTs, ballistic

transport can still be realised when the scattering rate is less

than the stimulus frequency.

In order to probe the origin of the capacitive to inductive

transition as the temperature is reduced, we realise that previ-

ous theoretical9,23 and experimental24–26 works have predicted

and observed a similar capacitive to inductive transition,

which was explained in terms of the coupling strength

between the electrodes and the CNT devices. To have an idea

on this coupling, we fitted the two terminal I-V data with the

Landauer–B€uttiker formula in Eq. (1), see Fig. 3. The cou-

pling strength of DW1 increased by 1.9 meV, by reducing the

temperature to 77 K, similarly, for DW11 (one of the eleventh

device with five CNTs), it increased by 1.2 meV. This

increase is associated with a decrease in the contact resistance,

and this probably explains the increase in high frequency

transmission observed earlier in Fig. 1(a). To confirm this ob-

servation, we simulated the measured S-parameters using

MATLAB RF Simulink package to determine the device pa-

rameters given in Fig. 4.

From the fitting of both the low temperature (Fig. 4,

inset) and room temperature (Fig. 4) data, we observed a pro-

nounced change in the contact resistance (R3&R2 of Fig. 5)

by reducing temperature. The results show a small change of

the CNT intrinsic high frequency parameters (R4, L1, and C2

of the equivalent circuit in Fig. 5) with temperature. The

FIG. 2. Complex impedance of DW1 shows a transition from diffusive to

ballistic transport (a) at about 1.5 GHz measured at 4 K. (b) at around 9 GHz

measured at 77 K. (c) Room temperature measurements do not show any

crossover to ballistic transport as was observed from other devices.

FIG. 3. I-V measurements for sample DW1 and DW11 (inset) fitted with the

Landauer–B€uttiker equation to determine the CNT – electrode coupling

strength.

FIG. 4. The transmission coefficient S12 at 293 K for sample DW1, fitted

with simulation model so as to determine the circuit parameters. Inset: The

transmission coefficient S12 at 77 K for sample DW1, fitted with simulation

model.



schematic circuit diagram in Fig. 5 was used to simulate the

measured S-parameter results. Components R3 and R2 are

associated with the contact and probe pad resistance. C1 is

the contact capacitance and R1 is the signal–ground resist-

ance. The contact circuit components were found to be sym-

metric for both input and output terminals as it was with the

S-parameters results. Table I shows the extracted circuit

component parameters from the fitting of Fig. 4. It can be

seen that the simulation model fit slightly deviates from data

at the low frequency regime particularly below 10 GHz of

our devices. The exact reason for this is not yet clear but

may be due to the fact that it is not easy to find a calibration

technique with a very wide band frequency spectrum from

10 MHz to 65 GHz.

Our results in AC transport are consistent with previous

DC measurements.5,10,11 In the well-aligned tubes, current is

parallel to the length of the tubes showing 1D transport

instead of variable range hopping in three-dimensions. If the

tubes are not perfectly aligned, the effect of the defect

centres created at the overlapping points of the DWNTs may

lead to 3D VRH transport. We have not seen any distinct

effect of 3D VRH but only quasi-1D effect and therefore

reveal that the tube-tube interactions is minimized here.

In conclusion, the reactive impedance of DWNTs show

pronounced sensitivity to temperature changes resulting in a

transition from capacitive to inductive response as the tem-

perature is lowered. This crossover is due to a significant

reduction in the contact resistance and thus enhancing the

electrode-DWNT coupling. The implication of this is that

the contact barrier and capacitance are reduced resulting in

the crossover to inductive response and more power

transmission at low temperature. In this work, we have estab-

lished an impedance crossover at low temperatures due to

contact effects, and thus, device engineers may consider

incorporation of this in their designs. We believe that this

work further motivates renewed search for transparent con-

tacts on carbon based materials, so that modern technology

can make use of ballistic transport achievable in CNTs.
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